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Weekly Learning Framework   
Unit Four (Part A) - Year 6 

 

 
Name: ______________    

 

Class:_________ 
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Unit 5 Thursday 5/8/21 Friday 6/8/21 Monday 9/8/21 Tuesday 10/8/21 Wednesday 11/8/21 

Morning English 

Spelling: <gu>  

Complete spelling 
worksheet provided. Write 
10 words that contain the 
specific sound focuses. 
These are your spelling 
words for the week – If you 
can find more challenging 
ones, you can use them! 

(30 minutes)  

Brain Break – Exercise 
lucky dip.  

Write down 5 exercises and 
place them in a bowl. You 
can choose your own or do 
star jumps, high knees, sit 
ups, plank and running on 
the spot. Pull out each piece 
of paper and complete each 
exercise for 30 or 60 
seconds.  

Login to the online reading 
program Reading Eggs 
using the username and 
password. Complete two 
Reading Eggspress 
activities. 

English 

Grammar: Idioms 

Watch the grammar focus 
video on Google Classroom 
for the Idioms. Complete 
the grammar activity 
provided.  

Write out your spelling list. 

(30 minutes) 

 

Brain Break – Dance off!  

Choose a Just Dance video 
on YouTube and complete 
the dance routine. 

 

Writing: Journal – Write 
your journal entry for today.  

(10 minutes) 

Writing: Descriptive 

Watch the Descriptive 
Writing video in Google 
Classrooms. 

Read the descriptive writing 
sample and identify as many 
language features as 

English 

Revise the <gu>  

Complete at least two 
spelling activities provided in 
the spelling activity grid.  

Write out your spelling list.  

(30 minutes) 

 

Brain Break – Just jump!  

You can jump like a 
kangaroo or frog. 

 

Login to the online reading 
program Reading Eggs 
using the username and 
password. Complete two 
Reading Eggspress 
activities. 

(25 minutes) 

Writing: Journal – Write 
your journal entry for today.  

(10 minutes) 

English 

Revise the <gu> 

Complete two spelling 
activities provided in the 
spelling activity grid.  

Try to write your 10 spelling 
words without copying! 
Reflect on how you went. 

(30 minutes) 

 

Brain Break – Push ups.  

Drop down to the ground 
and do as many push ups 
as you can. 

Writing: Journal – Write 
your journal entry for today.  

(10 minutes) 

Revise the Descriptive 
Writing video from Friday. 
 
Use the descriptive writing 
planning sheet to complete 
the writing task. Your task is 
to write a description of a 
jungle scene. 
 

English 

Look, cover, write, check 
your spelling list for the 
week. Get a family member 
to test you on 5 of your 
words, in sentences. Review 
the sentences and mark 
your work. (15 minutes) 

Reading: Login to the online 
reading program Reading 
Eggs using the username 
and password. Complete 
two Reading Eggspress 
activities. 

(25 minutes) 

 Brain Break – Make a 
pattern.  

Make a pattern with your 
body by patting your head, 
patting your knees or 
touching your toes. 

Writing: Journal – Write 
your journal entry for today. 

Make sure your work is 
edited and upload to the 
Google Classroom. 

(20 minutes) 
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(25 minutes) 

Writing: Journal – Write 
your journal entry for today.  

(10 minutes) 

 

possible on the sheets 
provided and answer the 
questions. (Give examples) 

(30 minutes) 

Use your ideas so far to 
make sure you have used 
lots of interesting vocabulary 
and figurative language. 
 
Aim to write at least 2-3 
paragraphs for your 
description. 
 

(30 minutes) 

Break           

Middle Mathematics 

Complete 2 Mathletics tasks 
set for you by your 
classroom teacher.  

(25 minutes) 

Revise 9 times tables, time 
how long it takes you to go 
over them. 

(2 minutes) 

Complete the Problem-A-
Day task for today. 

(3 minutes)  

Log on to number of the day 
https://mathsstarters.net/nu
moftheday 3, 4, 5 or 6 digit 
number (student choice) and 
complete the daily number 

Mathematics 

Complete 2 Mathletics tasks 
set for you by your 
classroom teacher.  

(25 minutes) 

 Revise 9 times tables, time 
how long it takes you to go 
over them. 

(2 minutes) 

Complete the Problem-A-
Day task for today. 

(3 minutes) 

Log on to number of the day 
https://mathsstarters.net/nu
moftheday 3, 4, 5 or 6 digit 
number (student choice) and 
complete the daily number 

Mathematics 

Complete 2 Mathletics tasks 
set for you by your 
classroom teacher.  

(25 minutes) 

Revise 9 times tables, time 
how long it takes you to go 
over them. 

(2 minutes) 

Complete the Problem-A-
Day task for today. 

(3 minutes) 

Log on to number of the day 
https://mathsstarters.net/nu
moftheday 3, 4, 5 or 6 digit 
number (student choice) and 
complete the daily number 

Mathematics 

Complete 2 Mathletics tasks 
set for you by your 
classroom teacher.  

(25 minutes)  

Revise 9 times tables, time 
how long it takes you to go 
over them. 

(2 minutes) 

Complete the Problem-A-
Day task for today. 

(3 minutes) 

Log on to number of the day 
https://mathsstarters.net/nu
moftheday 3, 4, 5 or 6 digit 
number (student choice) and 
complete the daily number 

Mathematics 

Complete 2 Mathletics tasks 
set for you by your 
classroom teacher.  

(25 minutes) 

 Revise 9 times tables, time 
how long it takes you to go 
over them. 

(2 minutes) 

Complete the Problem-A-
Day task for today. 

(3 minutes) 

Log on to number of the day 
https://mathsstarters.net/nu
moftheday 3, 4, 5 or 6 digit 
number (student choice) and 
complete the daily number 
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of the day. Be sure to reflect 
on your answers. 

(5 minutes) 

Watch Mrs Nelson’s Make 
and Round TENS video on 
Google Classroom and 
then complete the TEN 
activity by yourself or with 
someone else at home. 

(15 minutes) 

Brain Break – Stretch it out. 

Stretch your body out, You 
can stretch your arms, neck, 
sides and legs. 

 

Measurement:  

Watch the measurement 
video on Google Classroom 
and complete the convert 
measurements activity and 
record your answers 

(20 minutes) 

of the day. Be sure to reflect 
on your answers. 

(5 minutes) 

 

TEN: Make and Round. 
Complete the activity. You 
can watch Mrs Nelson’s 
video again if needed. 

(10 minutes) 

Brain Break – Elbow to 
knee. 

Touch your right elbow to 
your left knee 10 times. Now 
do the same with your left 
elbow and your right knee. 

 

Measurement:  

Complete the measurement 
activity and record your 
answers. 

(20 minutes) 

of the day. Be sure to reflect 
on your answers. 

(5 minutes)  

 

TEN: Make and Round. 
Complete the activity. You 
can watch Mrs Nelson’s 
video again if needed. 

(10 minutes) 

Brain Break – Dance off!  

Choose a Just Dance video 
on YouTube and complete 
the dance routine. 

 

 

Measurement:   

Complete the measurement 
activity and record your 
answers. 

 

(20 minutes) 

 

of the day. Be sure to reflect 
on your answers. 

(5 minutes)  

 

TEN: Make and Round. 
Complete the activity. You 
can watch Mrs Nelson’s 
video again if needed. 

(10 minutes) 

Brain Break – 5,4,3,2,1. 

Touch 5 things, hop on your 
left foot 4 times, pat your 
head 3 times, touch your 
nose twice and shout ‘Boo’ 
once. 

   

Measurement:   

Complete the measurement 
activity and record your 
answers. 

(20 minutes) 

 

of the day. Be sure to reflect 
on your answers. 

(5 minutes)  

 

TEN: Make and Round. 
Complete the activity. You 
can watch Mrs Nelson’s 
video again if needed. 

(10 minutes) 

Brain Break – Strike a pose. 

Listen to a song you love. 
Walk for seven counts and 
on the eighth count strike a 
pose. Repeat until the song 
is finished. 

 

 

Measurement:   

Complete the measurement 
activity and record your 
answers. 

(20 minutes) 

 

Break           
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Afternoon Drop everything and read for 
10 minutes. Choose any 
book you would like, read for 
fun. 

 

Creative Arts  

Watch Mrs Alo’s video on 
Google Classroom and 
complete the artwork. 

 

(45 minutes) 

 

 

Drop everything and read for 
10 minutes. Choose any 
book you would like, read for 
fun 

 

Sport 

Watch the NRL video 
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=miuKvibG5iU and 
complete the activities. 

(40 minutes)  

 

Watch this BTN news report  
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/c
lassroom/olympic-games-
history/13465596 and record 
at least 3 relevant points. 

(15 minutes) 

 

 

 

Drop everything and read for 
10 minutes. Choose any 
book you would like, read for 
fun. 

 

PDHPE 

Bounce Back: Humour-
Positive humour is healthy 
and enjoyable. 

Answer the questions and 
complete the activities about 
humour. 

(45 minutes) 

Watch this BTN news report 
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/c
lassroom/class-
clowns/10532950 and 
record at least 3 relevant 
points. 

(15 minutes) 

 

 

Drop everything and read for 
15 minutes. Choose any 
book you would like, read for 
fun. 

 

History: Gold 

Read the Inland Settlements 
information sheet and 
complete the worksheet. 

(40 minutes) 

Watch this BTN news report  
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/c
lassroom/gold-
rush/12246848 and record 
at least 3 relevant points. 

(15 minutes) 

 

Drop everything and read for 
10 minutes. Choose any 
book you would like, read for 
fun. 

 

Science: Light Shows 

Straight not crooked: 
shining light 

Watch the video in Google 
Classroom and complete the 
activities. 

 

(40 minutes) 

Watch this BTN news report  
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/n
ewsbreak/btn-newsbreak-
20210216/13160784 and 
record at least 3 relevant 
points. 

(15 minutes) 
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Weekly Recording  - Spelling words, Reading Eggspress, Brain Breaks, Mathletics, 
Times tables , Problem-A-Day, Number of the Day, TEN and  BTN VIP’s 

 Write your spelling words out each day 

Thursday Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 

Activity  Teacher Recognition 
 Spells words correctly each day  
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                                                                   Brain Breaks Completion Record 

 

Thursday Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 

Exercise lucky dip Dance off Just jump  Push ups Make a pattern 

Stretch it out Elbow to knee Dance off 5,4,3,2,1 Strike a pose 

 

Activity Teacher Recognition 

 Completes daily Brain Break activities  

 

Reading Eggspress Completion Record 

 

 

Day 
 

Quizzes/Activities Completed 

 

Thursday 
  

 

Monday 
  

 

Wednesday 
  

 

 

 

 

Activity  Teacher Recognition 
 Completes Reading and Comprehension 

Quizzes and Activities in Reading Eggs 
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Spelling Grid 
 Highlight 2 activities you have completed on Monday. 

Use this grid and a different coloured highlighter to record the 2 activities you 
completed on Tuesday. 

Spelling 
practise and 

patterns 

Find-a-word 
Make a find-a-word using 10 of your 

words. List the words to find. Ask your 
teacher for a piece of grid paper. 

Picture Words 
Write 5 words and draw a picture or 

diagram for each one. 

Rainbow Syllables 
Write or type 10 words using a different 

colour for each syllable. 

Mini Words 
Find 10 mini words (words in words) 

within your spelling list 

Synonyms 
Write synonyms (similar meaning) for 5 

of your words. Use a dictionary or 
thesaurus to help you 

Word Building 
Find the base word of 5 of your words. 

Add prefixes or suffixes to make as many 
words as you can for each one. 

Meanings Dictionary Meanings 
Find dictionary meanings for at least 5 of 
your words. Write them neatly into your 

homework book. 

Acrostic Poem 
Create an acrostic poem for 3 of your 

spelling words. 

Etymology  
Use a dictionary to find out the language 

the 5 of your words come from. 

Antonyms 
Write antonyms (opposites) for 5 of your 
words. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to 

help you. 

Using your 
words 

Sentences 
Use at least 5 of your words in interesting 

sentences. 

Dictation 
Write a dictation passage using all of your 

words. 

Missing Words 
Put 10 words in a cloze exercise. Leave a 

line for each missing word. List the 
missing words 

 Parts of Speech 
Put your words into grammatical 

categories e.g. nouns, verbs, adjectives, 
adverbs 

Taking Charge/ 
Self-evaluation 

Your Activity 
Create a new spelling activity of your 

own. Write the instructions down. 

Quiz Me 
Choose 5 words from the spelling list and 
write them on cards to blutac around the 

house. Have people quiz you on them 

 

Activity Teacher Recognition 
 Completes at least 4 spelling activities   
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Revising 9 x Tables 

Thursday Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 

9 x 1 =     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

Time: Time: Time: Time: Time: 

 

Activity  Teacher Recognition 
 Recalls 9 x tables correctly each day  
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Journal Entries: 

Day Entry 
Monday  

 
 
 

 
Tuesday  

 
 
 
 

Wednesday  
 
 
 
 

Thursday  
 
 
 
 

Friday  
 
 
 
 

Activity  Teacher Recognition 
Completes daily journal entries  
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Mathletics  

 
Day 

 
Activity 1 

 
Activity 2 

 
Thursday 

  

 
Friday 

  

 
Monday 

  

 
Tuesday 

  

 
Wednesday 

  

 

Activity  Teacher Recognition 
 Completes set Mathletics Tasks  

 

TEN 

Thursday Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
     

 

Activity  Teacher Recognition 
 Engages in daily TEN activity  
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Number of the Day Answers 

Thursday 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Friday 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Monday  1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Tuesday 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
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7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Wednesday 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

 

Activity  Teacher Recognition 
 Completes the Number of The Day and 

marks their own answers. 
 

 

BTN VIP’s 

Day  VIP’s 

Friday  
 

 

Monday  
 

Tuesday  
 

 

Wednesday  

 

Activity  Teacher Recognition 
 Summarise and records information from 

digital media 
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                                       Problem-A-Day 
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Activity  Teacher Recognition 
 Completes daily Problem-a-Day 

activities. 
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Activity  Teacher Recognition 
 Completes spelling task  
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Activity Teacher Recognition 
Completes measurement activities  
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Creative Arts: Art 

Watch Mrs Alo’s video on Google Classroom. Complete the artwork and paste the picture 
below. 

Activity Teacher Feedback 
Follows instructions to create artwork 
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Activity  Teacher Recognition 
Completes grammar worksheet  
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Writing: Descriptive writing 

 
 

 

 

Activity Teacher Recognition 
 Completes descriptive writing activity  
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       Make a list of the language features you can identify from the text.
 

 
Language Features Identified Example 
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Mathematics: Measurement 
 
 
Create a starting line and jump as far as you can. Measure your jump 
from the starting line to the back of your foot where you land. You 
can use a ruler or tape measure (if you can’t find these items get 
creative and use items around your home to measure). Repeat this 
task 10 times, recording each distance as you go. Record your data in 
a table and a graph format of your choice.  
 
Answer the following questions:  
1. What was the furthest you jumped?  
2. What is the difference between your furthest jump and your 
shortest jump?  
3. Calculate the total of all of your jumps combined. What is the 
total?  
 
Optional:  
Ask your family to compete in a mini-Olympics. Have each family 
member jump from the starting line and measure their jump from the 
back of their foot. Repeat this 5-10 times for each family member, 
recording the distance as you go. Record the data in a table and a 
graph format of your choice.  
 
Answer the following questions:  
1. Who jumped the furthest?  
2. What is the difference between the furthest jump and shortest 
jump in your family?  
3. Calculate the total of all of the jumps combined. What is the total?  
 

Activity Teacher Recognition 
Completes measurement activity 
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Sport: League Stars Inspire 
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30 
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               Mathematics: Javelin-Straw toss 
 
Create a starting line and finishing line approximately 3 metres apart.  
You can use a ruler or tape measure (if you can’t find these items get 
creative and use items around your home to measure). At the starting 
line, hold the straw by your ear with your elbow bent. Use the bent 
elbow as a hinge and throw/release the straw. Measure the distance 
of the throw in centimetres, millimetres or metres. Repeat this task 
10 times, recording each distance as you go. Record your data in a 
table and a graph format of your choice.  
 
Answer the following questions:  
1. What was the furthest you threw the straw?  
2. What is the difference between your furthest and shortest 
throw?  
3. Calculate the total of all of your throws combined. What is the 
total?  
 
Optional: Ask your family to compete in a mini-Olympics. Have each 
family member throw their javelin from the starting line. Repeat this 
5-10 times for each family member, recording the distance as you go. 
Record the data in a table and a graph format of your choice.  
 
Answer the following questions:  
1. Who threw the straw the furthest?  
2. What is the difference between the furthest and shortest throw 
in your family?  
3. Calculate the total of all of the throws combined. What is the 
total?  
 

Activity Teacher Recognition 
Completes measurement activity 
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                            Bounce Back- Humour. 
‘Positive humour is healthy and enjoyable’ 

 
Enjoy some jokes from ‘Riddles and Jokes’:  http://www.justriddlesandmore.com/ 
 
 
Answer these questions: 
 
Studies have found that smiling and laughing are good for health and send messages of wellbeing to our brains. 
Share one thing you have laughed at in the last 24 hours.  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What positive effects does laugher have on our bodies? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Why do we like laughing with our friends?  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you think people who laugh a lot are more popular? If so, why?  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Research the role of laughter/ clown doctors. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Success Criteria Teacher Recognition 
 Completes tasks relating to humour  
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Student: I have completed my work to the best of my ability  

Name : _______________________________________________________ 

 

Parent/Carer: I am happy with the quality and amount of work my child has done today 

Name:________________________________________________________ 
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                                                         Writing: Descriptive 

 

Success Criteria Teacher Recognition 
Completes descriptive writing activity  
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Activity Teacher Recognition 
Completes measurement activity 
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                                                          History: Gold 
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Activity Teacher Recognition 
Independently reads and completes history 

worksheets. 
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Student: I have completed my work to the best of my ability  

Name : _______________________________________________________ 

Parent/Carer: I am happy with the quality and amount of work my child has done today 

Name:________________________________________________________ 
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Spelling 

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Activity Teacher recognition 
Accurately spells words when writing dictated 
sentences. 
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                      Mathematics: Sponge Squeeze 
 
You will need to collect a sponge, measuring cups/jug and bowl. You 
can get creative with your measuring tools. For example, a tablespoon 
holds approximately 15ml or an empty medicine syringe could be used. 
Hold the sponge over an empty bowl and squeeze as much water as 
possible. Measure the amount of water squeezed out the sponge using 
millilitres (ml). You can pour the water into the measuring cup/jug to 
help with the measurements. Repeat this task 10 times, recording the 
ml as you go. Record your data in a table and a graph format of your 
choice.  
 
Optional: You can convert the measurement in millimetres (ml) to 
litres (L) for each measurement. Next add all the ml together to find 
the total and covert the total to litres. 
 
Optional: You can hold a mini-Olympics competition in your household. 
See who can squeeze the most amount of water from the sponge in 
your home. Record each person’s measurements 5-10 times to find 
the winner.  
 
 
 

Activity Teacher Recognition 
Completes measurement activity 
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Science: Straight not crooked 

 

Watch the science lesson video on Google Classroom to learn about how we see light and reflect on your 
learning below.  

Optional: You can create your own peekaboo box. 

 

1. What helped you to see Mrs Barbagallo’s object at the beginning of the video? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. What happened when Mrs Barbagallo removed the light source? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Describe what a peekaboo box is: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Light travels in a straight line. Remembering the diagram that Miss Barbagallo 
showed you, draw your own below. 
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Student and Parent Reflection 
 

Student 

 

I am happy with the amount of work I completed 

 

What did I enjoy most in this unit of work? 

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

 

What did I need help with? 

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Parent 

I was happy with the amount of work completed by my child: _____________________________ 

 

 

Any comment or queries? 

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

Teachers Response 

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 


